In addition to celebrating 44 years of outstanding musicianship and hard work by the young pianists who have been recognized by the Fisher Competition, we also look back with gratitude for those who enabled their students to reach such heights.

The Trustees and Officers of the Renee B. Fisher Foundation salute the teachers of the Fisher winners past and present.

Yoshie Akimoto  
Donald Alfano  
Anrzej Anweller  
Vera Appleton  
Istvan B’Racz  
Mary Bloom  
King Bosworth  
Jane Bradley  
Melita Brockert  
Sima Brodsky  
Luiz de Mauro Castro  
Rebecca Calissi  
Sylvia Chambliss  
Zong Chen  
Ruth Steinkraus Cohen  
Leena Crothers  
Donald Currier  
Ward Davenny  
D. Frederic DeHaven  
Dorothy Dalonzo  
Anchie Donn  
Haewon Feltsman  
Melinda Fields  
Svitlana Fiorito  
Margreet Francis  
Angelina Gadeliya  
Elizabeth Mason Ginnel  
Richard Gregor  
Edna Golandsky  
Andrew Gordon  
Dorothy Grimm  
Adlah Grossman  
Eleanor Hancock  
Raymond Hanson  
Norinne Harris  
Burton Hathaway  
Rami Haxhi  
Maria Helena  
Hsing-ay Hsu  
Maggie Huminski  
Annette Hunt  
Kumiko Imamura  
Philip Kawin  
Adam Kent  
Paul Klein  
Anne Koscielny  
Rita Lapcevic  
Elizabeth Lauer  
Frank Levy  
Qi Liu  
Mandy Lo  
Miyoko Nakaya Lotto  
Thomas Martin  
Natalie Ryshna Maynard  
Solomon Mikowsky  
Barbara Mills  
Watson Morrison  
Sandra Shaw Murphy  
Margarita Nulier  
Ludmilla Ozeryansky  
Joan Panetti  
Hyun-Sook Park  
Katherine Parker  
Tatiana Pikaysen  
Robert Preston  
Jane Prevost  
Rebecca Raffaelii  
Victoria Reeve  
Dorothy Renouf  
Sister Evelyn Ribicki  
Rosa Rio  
Benita Rose  
Marilyn Roth  
Paul Rutman  
Erika Schrotth  
Violetta Chan Scott  
Bela Seki  
Soojung Sharp  
Juliet Shaw  
Karen Shaw  
Elaine Silbereis  
Marguerita Smith  
Susan Tenenbaum  
Howard Tuvelle  
Norma Verrilli  
Constance Walton  
David Allen Wehr  
David Westfall  
Louis Williford  
Joel Wizansky  
Carolyn Woodard  
Wei-Yi Yang  
Alexis Zingale  
Michelle Zingale

…and others, whose contributions to their students’ triumphs are not recorded or recognized – we know there are many.

Thank you to all of Connecticut’s piano faculty who inspire their students to greatness.